The URL at the bo,om of the slide is a Digital Object Inde:ﬁer, otherwise known as a
DOI, which will take you to a persistent online version of this presenta:on that has a
full set of speakers notes and references to all the things I‘ll talk about. I‘ll put the
DOI up again at the end.
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What I’m going to cover is mostly about prac:cal and simple steps towards doing
digital preserva:on for electronic content. I’ll start with a quick recap of
requirements that follows from Eldin’s presenta:on. I’ll ﬁnish with some ways to
determine how well prepared you are for doing archiving and preserva:on. But most
of the content is in the middle and is about doing digital preserva:on.
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As I said, most of the talk is about digital preserva:on and some of the things that
can be done to ensure long-term availability and accessibility of digital ﬁles.
There’s a lot that I won’t cover, for example the broader aspects of digital content
lifecycles, how to set up and manage archiving projects, and how to integrate
archiving into the wider business and all the systems it uses. I know that Jens will
cover some of that in his talk.
What I want to focus on is some of the speciﬁc things that can be done ‘within the
archive’.
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Here’s some of the requirements that Eldin showed in his presenta:on.
• You need to demonstrate ongoing integrity and authen:city of content in an
auditable way.
• You need to show that content is secured and access is controlled.
• You need to be able to access content when needed and when you do it needs to
be readable and understandable.
• You need to do this over decade :mescales or longer, which is a very long :me in
the world of data and IT
• You need someone who has clear responsibility for making all this happen, i.e. an
archivist
• And that person needs to show that what they have in place is appropriate and
manages all the risks propor:onally.
Not much to ask for.
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Digital Preserva:on has many of the same objec:ves. Here’s a really simple
deﬁni:on from the Library of Congress. Digital preserva:on is about management of
content in a pro-ac:ve way so that it remains accessible and usable over :me.
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Digital preserva:on has a lot to oﬀer and is a discipline that has now been in
existence for several decades. There are standards such as Open Archival
Informa:on Systems (OAIS ISO 14721) and Trusted Digital Repositories (TDR ISO
16363). There are guidelines and best prac:ce such as those from the Scien:ﬁc
Archivists Group (SAG) and the Digital Preserva:on Coali:on (DPC). And there’s a
whole host of suppor:ng tools and services, for example those listed by COPTR.
h"p://public.ccsds.org/publica2ons/archive/650x0m2.pdf
h"ps://www.crl.edu/archiving-preserva2on/digital-archives/metrics-assessing-andcer2fying/iso16363
h"p://www.dpconline.org/advice/preserva2onhandbook
h"p://www.sagroup.org.uk/publica2ons/
h"p://coptr.digipres.org/Main_Page
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But all of this can make digital preserva:on and archiving a bit daun:ng. If you did
everything these guidelines and standards say you should then it would be like
building a cathedral – a giant ediﬁce that would take years to put in place and might
never get ﬁnished – especially when budgets and staﬀ are limited.
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The altera:ve is to take a frugal approach. Focus on the basic steps that need to be
done now in order to support something bigger and be,er in the future.
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This idea of being frugal is exempliﬁed in two papers by Tim Gollins from The
Na:onal Archive in the UK. He espouses the idea of ‘parsimonious preserva:on’. If
you read only two papers on preserva:on then I’d suggest these are the ones. The
Na:onal Archive does digital preserva:on on a large scale and they aren’t short of
records that need to be kept very safely and very securely for a very long :me.
h,p://www.na:onalarchives.gov.uk/documents/informa:on-management/
parsimonious-preserva:on.pdf
h,p://www.na:onalarchives.gov.uk/documents/informa:on-management/
parsimonious-preserva:on-in-prac:ce.pdf
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So what does Tim suggest? He proposes just two things.
Firstly, know what you have in the archive. If you don’t know what you need to keep
then how can you decide how to preserve it and make it accessible?
Second, worry about the ‘digital bits’, i.e. all the ones and zeros, which means get the
precious stuﬀ onto safe storage. If you haven’t got the stuﬀ stored properly then
how can you have any conﬁdence of it s:ll being there when you need it in the
future?
And that’s it. Everything else comes later, if ever. The strategy is frugal and minimal.
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I’d argue that there’s a third thing - gejng the money to do archiving and
preserva:on. You can be as frugal as you like, but if you haven’t got any budget then
you can’t do anything.
Gejng money means a business case. It means showing that there is a reason for,
and a beneﬁt from, preserva:on. It means making a case for ROI. But I’ll let Jens
cover that in his presenta:on.
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The one thing I would say is that I’m a ﬁrm believer that the best way to build a
business case is to focus on the posi:ves.
Digital preserva:on is an opportunity.
It can enable content to be accessed and used. It’s not just about compliance and
avoiding the cost of a failed inspec:on. Archiving and preserva:on can allow reuse of
corporate assets and enable a business to beneﬁt from its archive rather than treat it
as a cost centre.
Of the business cases being made by the organisa:ons that Arkivum works with in a
wide range of sectors, the most successful are oken the ones that focus on a posi:ve
result of preserva:on.
These cases oken focus on access and use of content, which in turn brings short-term
rewards as well as preven:ng long-term costs, and this makes the archive team look
good and themselves be treated as an asset to the business.
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So let’s suppose you’ve got some money – a budget.
Back to Tim’s parsimonious preserva:on.
How are you going to be frugal when you spend it?
First thing Tim says is ‘know what you have’.
This means an inventory. A digital stock-take. This applies to new content being
brought into the archive and exis:ng digital content that’s already there.
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The good news is that there’s tools to help with this. I’ll show a couple.
This is a screenshot of the DAF online tool. DAF is short for Data Assessment
Framework. It’s targeted at Higher Educa:on Ins:tu:ons holding research data. But
don’t let that put you oﬀ. HEI have perhaps some of the most diverse holdings
around - and that includes plenty of records – and it includes plenty of data that
needs to be retained for compliance reasons. If a tool works for them it may well
work for you too.
DAF helps you design and run surveys to ﬁnd out what you have, what formats it’s in,
where it’s located, and what people are doing with it.
h,p://www.data-audit.eu/
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A result of a DAF survey might look like this. This one is from the University of
Nojngham and shows the diversity of the content they hold.
The point is that a survey is the ﬁrst step in understanding the scale of the problem
and whether there are types of content that need special a,en:on.
h,p://eprints.nojngham.ac.uk/1893/1/
ADMIRe_Survey_Results_and_Analysis_2013.pdf
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There are also tools that can help automate the process of knowing what you have.
For example, you can use DROID, which is a tool that scans your ﬁles and works out
what format they are in. This is supported by regularly updated proﬁles of ﬁle
formats from The Na:onal Archive.
You can point DROID at a submission to the archive, e.g. a DVD full of ﬁles from a
completed study or a decommissioned server, and it will report on exactly what
those ﬁles are from a technical perspec:ve.
h,p://www.na:onalarchives.gov.uk/informa:on-management/manage-informa:on/
preserving-digital-records/droid/
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This is what it gives you. It iden:ﬁes ﬁle formats, compiles sta:s:cs and reports, and
gives you links to more informa:on. It’s easy to use and took me about 20 minutes
to run through quarter of a million ﬁles on my laptop.
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The links for each ﬁle take you to a thing called called PRONOM which is a registry of
ﬁle formats. This gives you a clue on whether your content is in a format that is
proprietary and could become obsolete.
It helps you decide whether you need to migrate to a be,er ﬁle format that will stand
more chance of being readable in years to come. PDF/A is an obvious example for
documents, or it might be TIFF for images, or CSV for Excel data, or whatever. If you
don’t know what you have then you can’t decide what to do about it, either now or
in the future.
But beware worrying too much about ﬁle-format obsolescence – most people ﬁnd
that 99% of their content is in a small number of rela:vely well understood and
supported formats and isn’t actually at that much risk – well not compared with the
risk of not storing it properly and not having some form of catalogue so you can ﬁnd
it again!
h,p://www.na:onalarchives.gov.uk/pronom/fmt/126
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If you know what format a ﬁle is in then you can test whether that ﬁle really is in that
format. There aren’t that many ﬁle format valida:on tools, but veraPDF is one
example that probably is worth men:oning because it validates against PDF/A which
is pre,y much a defacto standard for long-term document reten:on.
If you can’t validate a ﬁle against a format, either using a valida:on tool or by simply
trying to open it, then at least you can make a record of what sokware should be
able to read that ﬁle so users of the archive have some idea on what sokware they
could try.
h,p://verapdf.org/home/
h,p://www.preforma-project.eu/index.html
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You can of course go into great depths with preserva:on metadata, including what
formats your ﬁles are in and the associated sokware needed to read them. Version 3
of PREMIS is the de facto standard in this area and the latest version was formally
released earlier this year. You should at least read it to understand all the things you
could do.
But, and I’ll say this a lot, start simple and work up. Using PREMIS properly takes a lot
of work, but quick scans with DROID doesn’t.
h,p://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/v3/premis-3-0-ﬁnal.pdf
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Next in ‘knowing what you have’ comes knowing that you have received content into
the archive correctly and you can assert that it hasn’t changed. This is all about chain
of custody, authen:city and integrity.
If you have content in ﬁles, then the bedrock is to use digital ﬁngerprints on each ﬁle.
These are also known as checksums, for example using MD5, SHA and other
algorithms.
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If you are not familiar with checksums, then both the Digital Preserva:on Handbook
and the Library of Congress preserva:on blog have really good explana:ons.
Checksums are quick to compute short strings of characters that uniquely represent
the content of a ﬁle. If you change just one bit in a ﬁle then it’s checksum is
completely diﬀerent. This allows you to test for ‘ﬁxity’, i.e. understand if a ﬁle has
changed over :me, for example as a result of a corrup:on. The results are
completely unambiguous, you can say for certain whether a ﬁle is absolutely iden:cal
to an original or whether it is diﬀerent – no ma,er how small the changes are.
h,p://blogs.loc.gov/digitalpreserva:on/
h,p://www.dpconline.org/advice/preserva:onhandbook/technical-solu:ons-andtools/ﬁxity-and-checksums
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Fixity informa:on in the form of checksums is easy to create. Here’s a tool called
Exactly from AVPreserve.
Not only will it work out checksums for your ﬁles, but it will put all the ﬁles in
containers for easy handling. These are called ‘Bagit bags’. Bagit bags are part of a
Library of Congress speciﬁca:on of how a bunch of ﬁles can be bundled together
along with checksums into a bag that can then be transported, stored and easily
checked. Think ‘bag it’ and ‘tag it’ from the world of Police evidence.
You point Exactly at a folder and away it will go and create a bag of ﬁles and
checksums for you.
h,ps://www.avpreserve.com/tools/exactly/
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This is what you get inside the bag of ﬁles. The ﬁles themselves s:ll have the same
names and folders, but now you have a manifest that lists them all along with their
digital ﬁnger prints.
The point is that if you get someone to bag-up ﬁles before deposit into an archive
then when you receive the ﬁles then you can check categorically that you have
received them all and none are missing or corrupted. Likewise, when ﬁles are in the
archive then you can categorically show that they haven’t changed and none have
gone missing because you can easily check all the ﬁles against the manifest.
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And if you want to combine all the stuﬀ I’ve men:oned so far, including
checksummming, bagit, ﬁle format iden:ﬁca:on and valida:on, virus scanning,
PREMIS metadata crea:on and other preserva:on tasks then there’s a tool called
Archivema:ca from Artefactual that will automate all this for you.
Transfer a bunch of ﬁles into Archivema:ca and it’ll create a complete Archival
Informa:on Package for you.
Archivema:ca is oken considered a tool for ﬁle format normalisa:on, e.g. addressing
the issue of ﬁles that are in obsolete formats and conver:ng them for you, but it has
a more parsimonious applica:on too. It provides an automated way to generate a lot
of informa:on on your ﬁles, e.g. ﬁle types and checksums, without actually doing
anything to the ﬁles at all f you don’t want it to.
h,ps://www.archivema:ca.org/en/
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I’ve covered the ﬁrst half of Tim Gollin’s parsimonious preserva:on approach. These
are some of the beneﬁts and how they align with those requirements that Eldin
talked about.
• Checksums and manifests are the key to chain of custody and asser:ons at the
‘bit’ level on data authen:city and integrity.
• Technical metadata is the key to knowing what you’ve received or what you are
storing and hence whether ac:on needs to be taken.
• Reports, logs and manifests all support auditability and future assessments of
further preserva:on ac:ons to ensure ongoing accessibility.
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Moving along in our parsimonious preserva:on journey, the second half of the
approach is keeping all the digital bits safe, i.e. safe storage. You know what you
have, but how are you going to store it?
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This picture shows just some of the things that will happen over 20 years of trying to store data.
In the diagram, a change from blue to yellow is when something happens that has to be managed. In
a growing archive, adding or replacing media, e.g. tapes or discs, can be a daily process, so is
eﬀec:vely con:nual. The archive system needs regular monitoring and maintenance, which might
mean monthly checks and updates. Data integrity needs to be ac:vely veriﬁed, for example annual
retrievals and integrity tests. Then comes obsolescence of hardware and sokware, meaning refreshes
or upgrades that will typically be 3 – 5 years, for example servers, opera:ng systems, applica:on
sokware. The format of the data being held may need to change so it can s:ll be read and even longlived formats such as PDF-A will eventually be obsolete as they are replaced with something be,er and
applica:ons no longer provide backwards compa:bility.
In addi:on to technical change, there will be the need to manage staﬀ transi:ons of those who run the
system, for example support staﬀ and administrators. And suppliers of products and services will
come and go to. There are very few vendors that have been around for a long :me in the IT industry
and mergers, acquis::ons, changes in direc:on and companies simply going bust are all common
place.
Basically, the life:me of the data is longer than the life:me of almost everything that’s used to keep
that data safe and accessible. The key point is that long-term archiving is an ac:ve process and there’s
always some form of change going on. And when change happens there’s always a risk that something
goes wrong, and there’s always the need to validate that the change has been eﬀected properly. This
all requires :me, exper:se and money. Digital archiving is a case of con:nual interven:ons to keep
content alive and accessible.
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And things will go wrong. Some are a result of technology. Some are a result of
people not doing things properly. No:ce in the chart above from a survey of how
people have lost data that a major cause is human error. Preserva:on is about
people. Technology can help, but only if you understand it, including its weaknesses.
Bit Preserva:on: A Solved Problem?
Mean :me to meaningless: MTTDL, Markov models, and storage system reliability
Hard-Disk Drives: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
h,p://cacm.acm.org/magazines/2009/6/28493-hard-disk-drives-the-good-the-badand-the-ugly/fulltext
h,ps://www.usenix.org/legacy/event/hotstorage10/tech/full_papers/Greenan.pdf
h,p://www.ijdc.net/index.php/ijdc/ar:cle/view/151/224
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One part of the answer is to accept the need to migrate data regularly to new
storage. Keep the data moving on to storage pastures new.
If data is on a given storage media such as a par:cular tape or disk for more than 5
years then worry. Aker that point then there’s a good chance that either the media
will start to fail, the data will start to degrade, or more likely the storage media and
system its within will become obsolete, unsupported and it will get harder to get the
data oﬀ that media when you need it.
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And there’s no sign of it gejng be,er. As humanity generates every more data,
technological advances are made to store and access it.
These advances get faster and storage gets cheaper, but the new technologies
created last for less :me – they become obsolete ever sooner.

It doesn’t ma,er what storage approach you chose. What once looked shiny, new
and state of the art will eventually look old, :red and be in need of repair.
Some:mes the urge is to ﬁght the trend of migra:on and obsolescence – to seek out
very long lived preserva:on storage technologies that last for 50 or 100 years – a
‘storage car’ that will last forever. Some:mes this strategy makes sense, but more
oken than not it means inves:ng in expensive and niche technology and shiks the
risks to other places such as whether the vendor will survive as long as the storage
technology they sell.
And in some cases what’s adver:sed as long-lived simply isn’t. Burning your own
DVDs or storing USB hard drives on shelves is a recipe for disaster. They do not last.
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Be,er in many cases to go with the ﬂow and make the most of commodity IT storage
and the opportuni:es migra:ons brings. At the moment, commodity IT means hard
drives in storage services, data tapes in libraries, or a mix of the two.
Not least the cost of storage falls fast.
This is an advert for a 1980 hard drive. It’s not even new but recondi:oned.
In the 35 years since that advert you can get 10 million :mes as much storage for less
than 1/10th of the price and you can get it at PC world round the corner.
h,p://www.vintagecompu:ng.com/index.php/archives/127
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And that new storage takes up less space, uses less power, and is a lot faster when
accessing data. It’s like replacing your old broken down gas guzzler of a car with a
new clean, green and superfast model.
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But a good migra:on strategy isn’t enough. You need mul:ple copies of the data to
guard against other risks, e.g. disasters or accidental/malicious a,ack.
Create mul:ple iden:cal copies of you data. Store them in diﬀerent loca:ons.
Maybe use diﬀerent technologies and get diﬀerent people to look aker them.
Diversity is your friend.
This might appear to contradict regulatory requirements for there to be ‘one version
of the truth’ under the control of a designated archivist. But that’s not the case.
Logically, the archive contains the deﬁni:ve version of the data, but behind the
scenes it manages mul:ple physical copies. The use of checksums helps with this
because checksums deﬁne what the deﬁni:ve version is and can show that all copies
held are actually iden:cal and haven’t changed.
At Arkivum we have a contractual guarantee of data integrity by following a 3-2-1
rule. At least three copies in three separate loca:ons with two online and one
oﬄine. The oﬄine copy is important. It’s the ﬁrebreak if all else goes wrong.
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But making and keeping mul:ple copies of the data and then migra:ng them does
mean making sure nothing goes wrong in the process.
Checksums to the rescue again!
That tool I showed called Exactly will also validate your bags of data. It will check that
the data s:ll matches the checksums and tell you if anything has gone wrong. You
point it at where you’ve moved the data to and tell it to check that all is ﬁne.
And if there is an error then that’s when your other copies come in. You jejson the
broken copy and you replace it with a known good copy from one of the other
loca:ons you keep your data in.
And then you check each copy again every 6 or 12 months just to make sure
everything is OK.
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There’s a large number of tools and products for safe storage. Here’s just a few.
They include self repairing ﬁlesystems, ﬁle replica:on, checksumming, ﬁxity checking,
hierarchical storage management, data lifecycle management, and more. Op:ons
include open-source for building your own solu:on, commercial oﬀ the shelf
products, including hardware and sokware, from the big players and also specialist
vendors. And storage can be on-premise, hosted by a third-party, or provided as a
mix of the two.
h,p://open-zfs.org/wiki/About_OpenZFS
h,ps://www.cis.upenn.edu/~bcpierce/unison/
h,ps://www.avpreserve.com/tools/ﬁxity/
h,ps://github.com/LibraryOfCongress
h,p://md5deep.sourceforge.net/
h,ps://www.archivema:ca.org/
h,p://www.lockss.org/
h,p://arkivum.com/
h,p://strongboxdata.com/products/strongbox/
h,p://www.versity.com/
h,p://www.graudata.com/ArchiveManager
h,p://www.qstar.com
h,p://www-01.ibm.com/sokware/uk/:voli/csi/backup-recovery/
h,p://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/storage/storage-sokware/031712.htm
h,p://uk.emc.com/data-protec:on/centera.htm
h,p://www.libnova.com/en/digital-preserva:on-libsafe-libdata/
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And if you want more tools for helping to keep data safe, then there’s a website
called COPTR that provides a window into this world and digital preserva:on more
broadly.
No:ce that there’s already 410 tools listed.
If you haven’t got COPTR bookmarked then you should.
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But whatever tools, products or services you use then have in mind the basic strategy
of mul:ple copies of data that are held in storage systems as well as on oﬄine media,
that are checked regularly using checksums, and where you have a migra:on plan
that both guards against failures and obsolescence but also allows you to take
advantage of new solu:ons and falling costs.
Do that and you’ll be in a good place for addressing those requirements from Eldin –
you can prove ongoing authen:city and integrity of the data, you’ll be able to access
it quickly from online systems within seconds, the risk of loss of data will be very low
through mul:ple copies, and use of sokware tools and storage systems will give you
an archive that is a lot easier to manage.
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And that’s pre,y much it for parsimonious preserva:on.
I’ve shown just a few of the tools that you can use to help. I’ve shown some that are
free and run easily on a desktop, but there’s also industrial scale equivalents out
there.
But what next. Preserva:on is a journey. Start small and simple and work up.
One way to work up is to use a ‘maturity model’. It suggests simple solu:ons to get
you going and then more sophis:cated approaches as your preserva:on skills and
budgets evolve.
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Here’s a maturity model from the Na:onal Digital Stewardship Alliance.
Start at level 1 and work across.
No:ce how it talks about storing mul:ple copies in mul:ple loca:ons and moves on
to talk about ﬁxity monitoring and repair. It talks about basic metadata and then
expanding that to standardised preserva:on metadata, e.g. PREMIS. It talks about
making inventories for ﬁle formats and then only applying sophis:cated techniques
such as format migra:on if you really need to.
You can be at diﬀerent levels in each area.
NDSA Preserva:on Levels, h,p://www.digitalpreserva:on.gov/ndsa/
working_groups/documents/NDSA_Levels_Archiving_2013.pdf
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Or use the Digital Preserva:on Maturity Model
h,p://sta:c1.squarespace.com/sta:c/52ebbb45e4b06f07f8bb62bd/t/
55a7ed87e4b016f840ba1adb/1437068679137/DPCMM+Background+and
+Performance+Metrics+v2.7_July+2015.pdf
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Perhaps one of the useful things about the DPCMM is that it aligns with the OAIS
standard I men:oned at the start. It helps iden:fy the prac:cal things that are
needed to be inline with the standard or be,er.
It has levels for a range of capabili:es. This one is for data integrity.
h,p://sta:c1.squarespace.com/sta:c/52ebbb45e4b06f07f8bb62bd/t/
55a7ed87e4b016f840ba1adb/1437068679137/DPCMM+Background+and
+Performance+Metrics+v2.7_July+2015.pdf
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And this one is for preserva:on metadata.
h,p://sta:c1.squarespace.com/sta:c/52ebbb45e4b06f07f8bb62bd/t/
55a7ed87e4b016f840ba1adb/1437068679137/DPCMM+Background+and
+Performance+Metrics+v2.7_July+2015.pdf
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The key thing with maturity models is that they help iden:fy how to start simple and
work up, which ﬁts very well with parsimonious preserva:on. And that’s the main
message from me. Start simple, do prac:cal things and do them now. The biggest
risk to content is not doing anything at all or delaying ac:on because you think it’s
too complex or you’ll do the wrong thing. Use Tim Gollin’s parsimonious
preserva:on approach and start with knowing what you have and storing the data
safely. That way you’ll have a solid founda:on for the future. Use maturity models
to progress in a measured and manageable up the preserva:on ladder. But also have
in mind that the results have to align with the needs of the business, whether
compliance or reuse of archive data, and that means showing the beneﬁts and
making a strong case for investment.
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So keep calm and get on with parsimonious preserva:on.
There are plenty of tools and technologies at your disposal. Don’t be afraid of gejng
stuck in. You’ll need to learn a li,le about technology along the way, but that’s no
bad thing.
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